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Meals Do Matter Listing of Volunteer Opportunities & Responsibilities 

 

Below is a breakdown of some of the possible Volunteer Opportunities that can be taken on by a 

multitude of volunteers.   

 

One person can easily take on more than one Volunteer Opportunity.  When we began this ministry, we 

had 3 people doing all of these jobs.  As our ministry team has grown to 12 members, responsibilities 

have been distributed amongst team members and other volunteers attending the Cook Session.  We 

still have various members that have more than one responsibility.  It takes people of all talents to run 

this ministry from shoppers to cooks to choppers to cook session leaders to packagers to writers to 

computer literate to … Each and every team member and volunteer is valuable and makes a tremendous 

difference to this ministry. 

 

 

Ministry Leader: 

1. Communicate with the Board/Council of your organization in regards to one time purchases, 

budget needs, special funding, … 

2. Schedule and lead team meetings  where decisions are made on future meals to cook and when 

to cook; future meals to test; Website decisions;  Enlisting of more volunteers, improvements to 

make to the ministry, … 

3. Track all receipts and manage ministry budget. 

4. File for grant reimbursements.  Leader may write grants if a Grant Writer does not exist. 

5. Reimburse individual shoppers’ expenses. 
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COOK SESSION RELATED 

 

Pre-Planning Leader for the Cook Session: 

1. Create an accurate shopping list for the shoppers by taking existing supplies from both the dry 

goods inventory sheets and the freezer inventory sheet and comparing to needed supplies 

based on each recipe. 

2. Email this shopping list to the shopper(s). 

3. Gather all needed cooking utensils, food & packaging items stored offsite. 

4. Create Items Available in Freezer sign. 

5. Print off the following: 

a. Meal Sign out sheet for Freezer door 

b. Cook Session Attendance Sheet 

c. Join the MDM Team Sheet 

d. Areas of Interest Sheet 

6. Communicate with office staff to print prayer reply cards. 

 

Shoppers for Cook Sessions:   

1. Take the shopping lists and shop at multiple stores for the Cook Sessions. 

2. Turn in receipts Ministry Leader. 

3. Drop off all food at organization and place in appropriate place (kitchen, refrigerator, variety of 

freezers) 

 

Label Printer:   

1. Create labels in Microsoft word using the label template for new meal items and for new meals. 

2. Print the labels and deliver them for the Cook Sessions. 

 

Cook Session Leader: 

1. Thoroughly reviews all the recipes for all the meals being prepared at the cook session. 

2. Assign individuals at the Cook Session to be in charge of a certain part of the meal (like one of 

the main dishes or the bread …) in the kitchen.  The individual assigned will then enlist others 

who show up to volunteer to help them. 

3. Assign individuals at the Cook Session to be in charge of a certain portions of the meal 

assemblies and clean up in the gym.  The individual assigned will then enlist others who show up 

to volunteer to help them. 

4. Print off all recipe documents to have on hand at the cook session. 

5. Print off all assembly layouts for the cook session. 

6. Enlist volunteers to do any required prep work. 
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Kitchen Leader for each meal: 

1. Thoroughly read the recipes for all items that make up the meal being prepared. 

2. Check that correct amounts of each item were purchased. 

3. Gather all supplies needed for recipe.  This includes food, bowls, measuring utensils, etc… from 

kitchen and from Meals Do matter storage containers. 

4. Enlist others at the cook session to be on this team. 

5. Manage volunteers to get the prep in the kitchen done for this meal. 

 

Gym Set-up and Assembly Leader for each meal: 

1. Thoroughly reads meal assembly instructions and review assembly layouts for the tables. 

2. Gather all enlarged assembly directions, measuring and other supplies on assembly layouts 

needed for the assembly of meals. 

3. Instruct volunteers to set up the tables according to the assembly layouts. 

4. Instruct volunteers to clean all the tables. 

5. Instruct volunteers to label the tables correctly with the Enlarged Assembly Directions. 

6. Give directions to volunteers on how to assemble the meals. 

7. Oversee assembly of the meals. 

 

Bread Table Leader: 

1. Thoroughly read Garlic Bread Recipe, reviews Bread Assembly instructions and review Assembly 

Layouts for the bread table. 

2. Check that correct amounts of each item were purchased. 

3. Enlist others at the cook session to be on this team. 

4. Instruct volunteers to set up and label the table correctly. 

5. Instruct volunteers to get the prep and assembly done for the bread. 

 

Clean-up Leader: 

1. Enlist and/or train someone to run the dishwasher throughout the cooking and assembly 

session. 

2. Enlist volunteers to clean tables after meals are assembled. 

3. Enlist volunteers to dismantle and store tables. 
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INVENTORY CONTROL 

 

Meal Mover:   

1. Keep main freezer stocked with meals from ministry’s extra freezer.  This can be done whenever 

one is at the facility.  Great job to have kids help with too. Easy when one uses rolling carts from 

the kitchen. 

2. Put up new Items available in Freezer sheets and create Meals Sign out sheets as needed for 

freezer door. 

3. Give Ministry Leader old inventory sheets for use in communicating data to Council/Board and 

to Grant Writer. 

4. Notify Ministry Leader when meals are getting low so next Cook Session can be planned.  

5. Notify Communicator when desserts are getting low so volunteers can be notified of need for 

donations. 

 

Dessert Makers:   

1. Make, package and label desserts for the freezer.  

2. Turn in receipts to the Ministry Leader. 

 

Inventory Tracker: 

1. Update the Inventory Freezer Spreadsheet of food supplies available in the freezer for future 

Cook Sessions. 

2. Update the Inventory List of Supplies Spreadsheet 
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COMMUNICATION 

 

Main Contact for Meals Do Matter:   

1. Be the main contact person for the organization when someone has a question about the 

ministry; when someone wants to donate items to the ministry or when someone wants us to 

serve in some special way like the Be Like Jesus event. 

2. This person doesn’t have to have all the answers.  Just has to know who to go to for answers. 

3. This could be the Ministry Leader or another member of the team. 

 

Communicator of news, upcoming events and needs:   

1. Write Meals Do Matter weekly announcements. 

2. Write Meals Do Matter blurb for monthly newsletter. 

3. Write emails to be sent out to entire organization regarding upcoming Cook Sessions and any 

specific needs of Meals Do Matter.  Send these emails to appropriate person in organization 

who is sends out emails to entire organization. 

4. Write email advertising Meals Do Matter Cook Sessions that can be seen on screens within the 

organization. 

 

Grant Writer:   

1. Write the grant requests to appropriate agencies for funding for our cook sessions.   

2. Write out the funding requests to organization’s Budget planning or Mission Team.   

3. Write out any other grant requests needed, like for website construction. 
  

Cook Session Scheduler:   

1. Check with organization on available dates and times for the kitchen and gym.  

2. Coordinate this with the team as to availability. Schedule these sessions with person in your 

organization that is responsible for facility space reservations. 

 

Recording Secretary for the Planning Meetings:   

1. Take notes at the Planning Meetings. 

2. Email the notes to the team members. 
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NEW RECIPE CREATIONS (if you choose to create recipes that are not on the website) 



 New Recipe Testers (multiple people):   

1. Make the original recipe and see how many of the pans it fills so Enlarged Recipe Calculator can 

determine how many recipes will be needed to make for 20 4-person meals. 

2. Test freeze the meals. 

3. Thaw the meal. 

4. Bake the meal to determine Cooking directions for the labels including time and temperature. 

5. Taste test the meal or bring the meal to a meeting for taste testing. 

6. Pass on all the information created to Recipe Document Writer. 

 

Enlarged Recipe Calculator:   

1. Take the original recipe and convert it to a recipe for 20 4-person meals.  

2. Create a shopping list for the enlarged recipe. 

3. Create cooking utensils needed list for the enlarged recipe. 

4. Pass on all the information created to Recipe Document Writer. 

 

Recipe Document Writer:   

1. Using Microsoft Word and , create a document using the standardized format that includes the 

enlarged recipe, shopping list, cooking utensils needing list, cooking and assembly directions, 

enlarged assembly directions and original recipe.  

2. Make corrections to these documents as they are discovered in our Cook Sessions.   

3. Store them in appropriate Dropbox account so multiple users can access them. 

 

Label Creator and Printer:   

1. Create labels in Microsoft Word using the label template for new meal items and for new meals. 

2. Store them in appropriate Dropbox account so multiple users can access them. 

 

Assembly Layout Designer:   

1. Create the sketches of the table layouts and placement of the required meal components in 

order to make set up easier on day of Cook/Assembly Session.  

2. Scan these documents to the appropriate Dropbox folder. 

3. Notify Power Point Expert of the new layouts ready to be converted in Power Point. 

 

Power Point Expert: 

1. Take sketches of assembly layout and create Power Point assembly layout documents. 


